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• Through the Canada Revenue Agency’s VDP administrative program, taxpayers can 
make an application to correct inaccurate or incomplete information, or to disclose 
information not previously reported.

• On December 15, 2017, the Information Circular IC00-1R6 (“Voluntary Disclosures 
Program”) became effective for any voluntary disclosures submitted on or after 
March 1, 2018. 

What is the VDP process and when did it change?
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• Key changes to the VDP, as outlined in IC00-1R6 (the “IC”), include:

− the introduction of two “tracks” of disclosures—a limited program and a general 
program otherwise; 

− replacing no-name disclosure with a new pre-disclosure discussion service;

− referral of transfer-pricing applications to the Transfer Pricing Review Committee

− specialist review of complex issues or of large dollar amounts;

− payment of the estimated tax when the VDP is applied for; 

− disclosure of the identity of each adviser who assisted the taxpayer in respect of the 
non-compliance application; and 

− cancellation of previous relief if a VDP application is incomplete due to a 
misrepresentation.

ICOO-1R6—Key changes
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• Non-compliance or errors including, but not limited to, situations involving:

− Failed to fulfill their obligations under the ITA

− Failed to report any taxable income they received

− Claimed ineligible expenditures on a tax return

− Failed to remit source deductions of their employees

− Failed to file information returns

− Failed to report foreign sourced income that is taxable in Canada

VDP—Circumstances where relief may be considered
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• Generally, the Limited Program is intended to apply 
where there is an element of intentional conduct on 
the part of the taxpayer or a closely related party.

• The IC notes the following factors may be considered in 
determining if reduced relief may be considered under 
the Limited Program:

− Efforts were made to avoid detection through 
offshore vehicles or other means;

− The dollar amounts involved;

− The number of years of non-compliance;

− The sophistication of the taxpayer; and

− Whether the disclosure is made after an official CRA 
statement regarding its intended specific focus of 
compliance.

• The IC also notes that generally, applications by 
corporations with gross revenue in excess of $250M in 
a least two of their last five taxation years, and any 
related entities, will be considered under the Limited 
Program.

• The determination of the program under which an 
application will fall remains solely in the CRA’s 
discretion.

VDP—Applications that may fall under the Limited Program
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• Interest relief: 

− No interest relief is provided

• Penalty relief: 

− The taxpayer will not be referred for criminal prosecution with 
respect to disclosure and will not be charged gross negligence 
penalties even where the facts establish that the taxpayer is liable 
for such penalties. Other types of penalties may still apply. 

• 10-year limitation on penalty relief: 

− The Minister’s ability to grant penalty relief is limited to any 
penalty that could apply to any taxation year that ended within 
the previous 10 years before the calendar year in which the 
application is filed, based on subsection 220(3.1) of the ITA.

VDP—Limited Program relief
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• Interest relief: 

− Offers similar relief as to what was granted before March 2018.

− The Minister may grant partial relief for years preceding the three most recent years 
of returns required to be filed. Generally, this relief will be 50% of the applicable 
interest for those periods. 

− Full interest charges will be assessed for the three most recent years.

• Penalty relief: 

− Valid disclosures will not be assessed penalties or referred for criminal prosecution 
with respect to the disclosure.

• 10-year limitation on relief: 

− Interest and penalty relief is limited to the 10 previous calendar years before the 
calendar year the application is filed, regardless of what year the tax debt arose, 
based on subsection 220(3.1) of the ITA.

VDP—General Program relief
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1. Voluntary.

2. Complete.

3. Involves the potential application of a penalty (whether 
discretionary or not).

4. Includes information that is at least one year past due.

5. Includes payment of the estimated tax owing.

Five criteria for a “valid” VDP
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• The IC outlines that a VDP application will not be voluntary if:

− The taxpayer was aware of, or had knowledge of an “enforcement action” set to be 
conducted with respect to the information being disclosed to the CRA;

− An enforcement action relating to the subject matter of the VDP has been initiated 
against the taxpayer, or related taxpayer, where the purpose and impact of the 
enforcement action is sufficiently related to the present application; or

− The CRA has already received information regarding the potential involvement in tax 
non-compliance.

Criteria for a “valid” VDP: voluntary
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• Enforcement action; may include but not limited to

− An audit, examination, investigation or other enforcement by the CRA or any other authority 
or administration;

− Requests, demands or requirements issued by CRA relating to unfiled returns, unremitted 
taxes/instalments, deductions required at the source;

− requests, demands or requirements which have been issued with reference to other tax affairs 
of the taxpayer, partners of the taxpayer, trusts in which the taxpayer is a settlor, trustee or 
beneficiary, or corporations associated with or related to the taxpayer; and/or

− Direct contact by a CRA employee for any reason relating to 
non-compliance (unfiled returns, audit, collection issues).

Criteria for a “valid” VDP: voluntary (cont.)
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• A taxpayer’s VDP application must be made for all relevant taxation years where there 
was previously inaccurate, incomplete or unreported information regarding their tax 
affairs, including any non-arms length transactions and circumstances. 

• In the case where books and records no longer exist, the taxpayer should make all 
reasonable efforts to estimate the income for those years.

• Each application will be reviewed on its own merits. An application may not be 
immediately disqualified where the information that is missing is minor or legitimately 
cannot be located and all efforts to estimate the amounts have been made.

• In extraordinary circumstances, a request for additional time must be made in writing 
at the time the application is submitted. Normally this period of time is no more than 
90 days from the “effective date of disclosure”.

Criteria for a “valid” VDP: complete
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• A request under the VDP must involve the application, or potential 
application of a penalty. Penalty types that could be imposed are; a 
late filing penalty, failure to remit penalty, instalment penalty, an 
omission penalty, or a gross negligence penalty.

Criteria for a “valid” VDP: penalty applicable
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• The VDP application must include information that relates to a taxation year 
at least one year past the due date for filing.

• An application that includes information that relates to a taxation year that 
is more than one year past due and information that is more recent will still 
be considered.

Criteria for a “valid” VDP: one year past due
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• Taxpayer must include payment for the estimated tax owing 
with their VDP application.

• Taxpayers who cannot pay the estimated tax owing may request 
to be considered for a payment arrangement subject to 
approval from CRA Collections officials. 

Criteria for a “valid” VDP: payment included
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• Significant ambiguity as to which applications will be considered under the General 
Program stream.

• With the elimination of “no-names disclosures”, what stream a taxpayer falls into will 
only be determined following the VDP application which is often viewed as too risky.

• Additionally, based on the $250M gross revenue threshold, large corporate taxpayers 
are reluctant to apply, given the limited relief now available.

Recent experiences: General vs. Limited Program
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• Voluntary: 

− Enforcement action can be applied very broadly—taxpayers should advocate for 
why any known enforcement actions should not deny the application or wait for any 
ongoing audits to close.

Recent experiences with the VDP criteria
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• Complete: 

− The VDP is intended to be a one-time opportunity for taxpayers to correct their tax situation 
and premised upon the taxpayer remaining compliant in the future—only under 
extraordinary circumstances would a second VDP application be accepted.

− Being complete means being complete and accurate on every tax issue, not just the relevant 
issue the taxpayer is attempting to correct.

− Whether “reasonable efforts” have been made is decided on a case-by-case basis.

− In all cases, the final decision on completeness rests with the VDP officer.

Recent experiences with the VDP criteria (cont.)
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• Pre-disclosure discussions with a CRA official on an anonymous basis to discuss the facts, which 
stream the application may fall under and whether the intended application would be viewed as 
complete offer insight into the program and should occur. Although these discussions are 
informal and non-binding, they can help protect a taxpayer’s rights.

• If Form RC199 is not used, ensure the application includes all information requested 
on the form. All CRA returns, forms and schedules needed to correct the non-compliance 
must be included in the application

• Representatives who submit VDP on a taxpayer’s behalf must have a 
signed authorization form, as well as must sign the VDP application.

• There may be follow-up questions or requests for information—
provide additional information and answer questions within the 
timeframes provided.

Recent experiences with the VDP application
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• Acceptance: will be received in writing and will list the taxation years eligible for the 
VDP relief. Disclosed information may be referred to another CRA program, and the 
disclosed information will be sent to the appropriate area for processing the 
assessment or reassessment.

• Denial: will be received in writing. The disclosed information may result in the 
information being referred to another CRA program, an assessment or reassessment, 
penalties may be levied, and in certain circumstances, an investigation and prosecution 
may be initiated.

• Processing times are quite long, around 1-2 years to receive confirmation of 
acceptance or denial.

Recent experiences acceptance/denial of a VDP application
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• There is no right of objection under the ITA for the taxpayer to dispute a 
discretionary decision that denied relief or allowed only partial relief.

• A taxpayer can make additional representations for the CRA to consider 
through the Second Administrative Review process.

• Where a taxpayer believes the Minister has not exercised discretion in a 
fair and reasonable manner, the taxpayer may make an application to 
the Federal Court for a judicial review.

Right of redress for the taxpayer
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• Before filing a VDP, taxpayers should consider:

− Whether there are any enforcement actions that could catch them offside of the 
“voluntary” criteria;

− Whether they have the information to file a complete application with no other tax 
issues raised;

− What stream they think they will fall under and if the relief offered is enough to 
offset the risk that their application is denied and penalties and interest are levied 
against them;

− Whether they have the cash to pay the tax owing upfront and the resources to 
address CRA queries in the expected timeframe outlined; and

− Whether they prepared to wait for the application decision.

Conclusion
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• Although eligibility for a VDP is now restricted and available relief has been reduced, 
the VDP is still a useful tool for taxpayers to correct non-compliance or reporting errors.

• Additionally, VDP officers have been given more discretion to determine the 
acceptance of the application and the stream it will fall into.

• The IC and VDP Manual, which provides specific examples of situations and describes 
the workflows of VDP applications, should be referred to.

• The stream and workflow in which the taxpayer falls within should be advocated for in 
the application.

• When making a disclosure involving more than ten years, professional advice and 
caution are both strongly recommended.

Conclusion (cont.)
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Questions?
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Ingrid Reynolds
Partner, Business Tax, Tax Controversy
Deloitte LLP
Calgary, Alberta
Phone: +1 403 503 1376
ireynolds@deloitte.ca

Contact for further questions
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